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Mark Spoerer has wrien a systematic analysis of
the returns on capital of publicly held German companies from the mid-1920s to the early 1940s. He relies on
hitherto unused sources newly available in former East
German archives to provide information that will be of
considerable value to historians of the German economy.
Spoerer’s book can be assessed from two standpoints: as
a catalogue of information, and as an analysis of German
business practices.

As an analysis of German business during the
Weimar Republic and under the ird Reich, Spoerer’s
book raises more questions than it answers. e author
jumps to the conclusion that Knut Borchardt is correct
that wage increases were excessive during the 1920s [1].
He also concludes that the contentions of Gerhard Mollin
and Gofried Plumpe–that proﬁts during the rearmament boom of the 1930s grew enormously–are accurate
[2]. However, he tempers this second point by noting
that companies were forced to ﬁnance capital expansion
internally through retained earnings because the Nazi
government kept them oﬀ the capital market. at, in
turn, reduced cash available for dividends and employee
remuneration. e growth of return on capital during the
1930s is obvious. e reasons for the low returns during
the 1920s are not.

As a report on the proﬁtability of German companies,
Spoerer’s work presents information that other historians will rely upon in the future. In a series of methodological chapters, he explains why he chose to use conﬁdential tax balances rather than publicly reported balances as the foundation of his compilation. His rationale
is simple: the public balances are unreliable. In a very
valuable appendix, he provides a tabulation of annual returns on capital for 111 companies for the period 19241943. Most of them ﬁled tax returns in areas that are now
located in the former socialist areas of eastern Germany,
where such records remain accessible to the public. e
tax records of companies situated in the West are legally
closed.

at excessive wages may not have been the cause of
the low return on capital during the 1920s becomes clear
when we look at the details of German corporate investment practices. Return on capital was low because German companies grossly over-invested in physical plant
as part of their rationalization campaign. ey made
these investments in spite of the low operating surpluses
and low returns on investment of the period. e result was that they were burdened with massive overcapacity. eir reason for making such investments was
irrational. ey wanted to compete with large corporations in the United States and elsewhere for patriotic
reasons. If the domestic and international markets for investment capital had functioned properly during the midand late 1920s, these resources would have been directed
into other industries. One reason capital markets did not
function eﬀectively was that accurate information concerning the policies of German ﬁrms was not made public. During the 1930s, proﬁts at Krupp and other large
ﬁrms soared in large part because the rearmament boom
allowed them to use their idle or under-utilized physical

Spoerer points out that the major diﬃculty in determining the proﬁtability of German companies lies in calculating the extent of their hidden reserves. is is more
easily done from their tax returns. He concludes that, although hidden reserves were substantial during the periods 1886 to 1913 and 1924 to 1930, which he deﬁnes as
normal (p. 19), they were “tolerable” (p. 7), as if there is
an acceptable degree of deception. Spoerer ﬁnds that between 1924 and 1929, the average annual capital return
for industrial joint stock companies ranged from 2 to 5
percent. is was lower than for the prewar period, and
less than reported returns. Companies consumed some of
their hidden reserves in order to show suﬃcient proﬁts
to aract investors. From the mid-1930s, capital returns
jumped to 15 percent, and then declined slightly in 1941.
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plant. Of course, investors, especially foreign investors, Anglo-Saxon world. If companies are viewed solely or
could not get a return on their stakes by then.
primarily as generators of wages over the long term, then
e analysis oﬀered here undermines the Borchardt the issue becomes how those wages should be divided
thesis and Spoerer’s support of it. ere can be no between owners, employees, and other stakeholders. Uldoubt that labor’s share of corporate outlays and national timately, this question can be answered only on moral
wealth grew during the 1920s. e question is why. Were and political grounds. If companies are seen as vehiworkers simply seeking compensation for losses suﬀered cles to provide goods and services to the consuming pubduring the inﬂation of the early 1920s or anticipating a re- lic, which then rewards those companies that satisfy its
wants by purchasing their products, leading to jobs and
newed bout of inﬂation? Were they enriching themselves
at the expense of the capitalists? Were they merely try- proﬁts, then the focus should be on corporate ﬁnancial
policies and operating practices. Spoerer’s book gives us
ing to share in productivity gains? Spoerer’s information
both the incentive and some of the raw materials necesdoes not answer these questions.
sary to begin work on the laer.
e issue of duplicitous corporate reporting carries
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Given these considerations, we can formulate some
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issues that historians of the German economy might ex- is work may be copied for non-proﬁt educational use
plore. To begin, we should look at the basic features proper credit is given to the author and the list. For other
that diﬀerentiate German enterprises from those in the permission contact H-Net@h-net.msu.edu.
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